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Let S: p xp have a nonsingular Wishart distribution with unknown matrix Z and 
n degrees of freedom, n > p. For estimating Z, a family of minimax estimators, with 
respect to the entropy loss, is presented. These estimators are of the form f(S)= 
R@(L) R’, where R is orthogonal, L and @ are diagonal, and RLR’ = S. Conditions 
under which the components of @ and L follow the same order relation are stated 
(i.e., writing L=diag((l,, ._,. [,,)I) and @=diag((cp,, . . . . cp,)‘) it is true that 
vi 3 ‘. 2 ‘pP if and only if 1, > . > I,). Simulation results are included. E: 1992 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTJ~N 
Let S: p xp have a nonsingular Wishart distribution with unknown 
matrix Z and n degrees of freedom (S- W,(C, n)), n >, p. Consider the 
problem of estimating C using a strictly convex loss function 9 invariant 
with respect to the general linear group of transformation (G,(p)). The best 
equivariant estimator (f”), with respect to the group of lower triangular 
matrices with positive diagonal elements (Gg ), is minimax and has 
constant risk (cf. [7]). Moreover, fM has the form 
CM(S) = TDT’, 
where TE G;, TT’ = S, D = diag(d), d = (d, , ,,., d,)‘, and d does not 
depend on S. The optimal choice for d varies with 2’. Corresponding to 
any GE G,(p) define G*fM as 
(G*f”)(S) = G-‘f”(GSG’) G-l’. 
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It follows that G*fM and fM have the same risk function. Suppose now 
that G is randomly distributed independently of S. Define Z* as 
C*(S)=E[(G*f”)(S)IS]. 
The strict convexity of Y combined with the constant risk of G*fM 
imply that c* dominates fM as long as P,[f* = G*f”] < 1 for almost all 
G E G,(P). Eaton [3] made this observation and suggested using the 
uniform distribution on the orthogonal group (O(p)) as a distribution 
for G. We denote the corresponding estimator 2”. This estimator is 
orthogonally equivariant. It has the form 
c”(S) = R@( 1) R’, (1.1) 
where R E O(p), RLR’ = S, L = diag(l) with I= (I,, . . . . I,)‘, I, > I, 3 ... > 
1, > 0 and @ = diag(cp) with cp = (cpi, . . . . cp,)‘. Sharma and Krishnamoorthy 
[9] carried out the computation of cp for p = 2. When p > 2 no simple 
expressions of cp are available. Takemura [ 121 derived a series expansion 
for p = 3. He also provided the decomposition 
q)(l) = LW(L)d (1.2) 
and showed that W is doubly stochastic. 
Let 2 = (A”,, . . . . &)’ with I*1 > A2 > . . . > ;IP > 0 be the eigenvalues of C. 
Given an orthogonally equivariant estimator 2 of C, z(S) = R diag(cp) R*, 
cp estimates A. At first hand, since ii > E,, > . . . > i, we should have cpr 3 
cp2 2 . . 2 (p*, which we shall call the ordering property. On the other 
hand, we know [12] that Z,/n overestimate A1 and Z,/n underestimate 1,. 
This fact suggests having Y’, < Y’, 6 ... d YP, where ‘pi = !PJi. This 
requirement has the effect of shrinking the estimates of ii towards each 
other. Let us call it the shrinkage property. For p = 2 and d, < d2, 2” is 
minimax and satisfies the ordering and the shrinkage properties. When 
p>2 and d, < ... <d,, 2” still minimax and it is conjectured that 2” 
satisfies the ordering and the shrinkage properties as well. Some other 
orthogonally equivariant minimax estimators in the literature [ 11, 1, 23 do 
not satisfy the ordering property. Modifying these estimators using isotonic 
regression is suggested by Stein (cf. [S]). Other modifications are proposed 
by Haff [S] and Sheena and Takemura [lo]. Modifications are necessary 
due to a result of Sheena and Takemura [lo] saying that “any estimator 
which does not preserve the order of the sample eigenvalues is dominated 
by a modified estimator preserving the order.” 
In this article we propose a minimax orthogonally equivariant estimator 
2’ of Z which satisfies the ordering and the shrinkage properties. The 
estimator f’ is based on a representation of 2” derived in Section 2. This 
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representation involves expectations of ratios. Replacing expectations of 
ratios by ratios of expectations leads to 2’. 2’ has the form 
f’(S) = R diag(cp’(l)) R’, 
where q’(Z) = L W’(L)d and W’ approximates W. Let us call this estimator 
the L Wd estimator. The minimaxity, ordering and shrinkage properties of 
ff are demonstrated in Section 3. In Section 4, a family of estimators is 
generated from ,??. These estimators have the form 
fh(S) = R diag(rph(l)) R’ 
where @(Z)= LWh(L)d, h is a function and Wh(L)= W’(diag((h(l,), . . . . 
h(Z,))‘). In Section 5 simulations are used to compare the Stein’s estimator 
with the LWd estimator. 
2. A REPRESENTATION FOR 2" 
Suppose that we want to compute f” explicitly. Since .?? is 
orthogonally equivariant it is sufficient to evaluate 2” at L = diag(l) 
with f, 2 . . . 2 Z, > 0. Let L1/’ = diag((l:‘*, . . . . 1j’2)‘). From Section 1 we 
know that ,f”(L)=EIG*fM(L)I L] where G is uniformly distributed 
on O(p). We also know that f’(L) = diag(L W(L)d). By manipulating 
E[G*.f”(L) 1 L] we shall find a representation for W. The result is 
presented in Theorem 2.1. Before proving this result we need the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. (G*T?“)(L) = L’~2T’DTL1~2 with GL’/* = Ur, U E GT+, 
f E WJ). 
Proof 
(G*,??‘)(L)= G-‘J?‘(GLG’) G-” 
= L’/2(GL’/*)-’ c"((GL'/')(GL'/')')(GLl/*)-1' ,5’/2 
= LW~~U- lf"(uu') u- l'rLU*, 
GL’I* = ur 7 UEG;, re w) 
= LlI*r’DrLll* (2’” is equivariant). 1 
We need also to introduce new notations and recall the Binet-Cauchy’s 
theorem (cf. [4]). Let 
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bk= i d,, k = 1, . . . . p, 
j=k 
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Dk = diag( 1, . . . . 1, 0, . . . . 0) where tr(Dk) = k, k = 1, . . . . p, 
G, : the k x p matrix consisting of the k first rows of G, k = 1, . . . . p, 
L = diag((l,, . . . . Ii 1, 0, Ii+, , . . . . I,)'), i= 1 > ..., P, 
L,= L,+ L,-. L, i# j, i,j=l ? . . . . P. 
THEOREM (Binet-Cauchy). Zf C = AB wirh A: p x q and B: q x r then 
c(i: :I: ;> =dett(f,,,,,,hn,n= ,,..., k). 
THEOREM 2.1. W(L)=EQ(L) whereq,, = 1 -dett’(G, LGi)det(G, L,Gi), 
qik = dettl(GkP,LG:-, )det(G,_,L,Gi_,)-dettl(GkLG~)det(GkLiG:) 
for i = 1, . . . . p, k = 2, . . . . p and G is uniformly distributed on O(p). 
Proof: We have fU(L) = E[(G*f”)(L) 1 L] = diag(cp(Z)) and q(Z) = 
LW(L)d. From Lemma 2.1 (G*f”“)(L) = L’/2T’DTL’/2 with GL’j2 = Ur, 
UE GT+, ZE O(p). If we express T’DT in terms of D, we get 
r1Dr=C~kr’Dkr=C6kPk=Cdk(Pk-Pk-,), 
k k k 
where the P, matrices are idempotent and correspond to the orthogonal 
projections of RP onto the linear spaces spanned by the rows of GkL”*, 
k=l , . . . . p. Therefore Pk = L”*G~(G,LG~)-’ GkL’12 for k = 1, . . . . p and 
P, = 0. Denoting by p& the (i, i) element of Pk the (i, i) element of 
(G*.f”‘)(L) becomes l;xkd,(p,-p,p,) and q,k=P,k--P;k-r. After 
straightforward computations we get 
p,k=X1<i~< .-.-zik<pG’(t i 1:: ,“,)lin:=21, I Cl<izc -zik<p G2tf, g ::I k) n:,, I, i, k= 1, . . . . p, (2.1) 
= 1 - det ~ ‘(Gk LG;) det(G, L,G:). 1 
Note that piO=O and pip= 1 for i= 1, . . . . p. 
EXAMPLE. If p = 2 then Ep,, = (I!‘* + Ii’*)-’ I,!“. 
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3. A MINIMAX ESTIMATOR 
In Section 2, the difficulty in computing c” explicitly was due to the fact 
that we could not find a simple formula for the expectation of pii, 
i, j = 1, . ..) p. Following expression (2.1) the pii are ratios. In this section we 
consider a crude approximation of the expectation of pii which consists in 
taking the ratio of the expectations instead of the expectation of the ratio. 
Let 
where 
wfk(L) = tr;? i(L) tr,- ,(Li) - tr;l(L) tr,(L,) (3.1) 
1 if k=O 
trk(L) = c if kE{l,...,p} (3.2) 
IGil< <ik<p j=l 
0 otherwise 
and set 
f’(L) = R diag(cp’(l)) R’, 
with q’(l) = LW’(L)d. Define also Y’ as Y’(Z) = W’(L)d The approxima- 
tion W’ turns out to be equal to W when evaluated at L = cl, c > 0. In this 
particular case f”(cZ) = ,??(cZ) = c tr(D)/pZ. As W, W’ is also doubly 
stochastic. 
In practice we do not need to use the expression (3.2) directly. Actually, 
the tr,‘s can be obtained recursively using the following formulas: 
(1) tr,(L)=tr,(L,)= 1, i= 1, . . ..p 
(2) trk(L)=xfC1 li trkP1(L,)/k, k= 1, . . . . p (3.3) 
(3) trk(LJ=trk(L)-litrk-,(Li), i, k= 1, . . . . p. 
In the following, the shrinkage, ordering and minimax properties of 2’ 
will be demonstrated. The proofs use some results concerning the function 
tr,. These results are technical and are reported in the Appendix, Section 6. 
THEOREM 3.1. W’ is doubly stochastic. 
Proof: 
TW:,(L)=C (tr~~I(L)trk_I(Li)-trk1(L)trk(Li))=(p-k+l)-(p-k)=1. 
I 
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T w:(L) =; {fr;? ,(L) tr,- ,(L) - trkl(L) tr,(L)) 
= tr; l(L) tr,(L,) - tr; i(L) tr,(L,) = 1. 
w6(L) = tr,-l ,(L) tr,- ,(L;) - tr;‘(L) tr,(L,) 
={trk-l(L)trk(L)}-l {frk~I(L,)trk(L)-frk~I(L)trk(Li)! 
= {trk- ,(L) trk(L)) -I li(tr:.- l(&)-trk(b) trkm2(Lj)) 
20 (by Lemma 6.1(d)). m 
THEOREM 3.2. If d, < d, < . . 6 d, then d, < Y{ < !Pi < . . . d Yi < d,. 
PrOOf: Y;(r) = xk Wik(L) dk = x[:;(tr;‘(L) trk(&))(dk+, - dk) + d, 
which is nondecreasing in i by Lemma 6.1 (c). Moreover, Y:(r) is a convex 
combination of d,, . . . . d, therefore d, < !Pi d d, for i = 1, . . . . p. 1 
THEOREM 3.3 (ordering property). q:(l) > cpf(l) if and only if lj 2 lj. 
Proof In order to prove this result we must show that I, = 1, implies 
cpi(l) = cpj( 1) and also li > I, implies cp j(l) > cpj(l). If 1; = f, then trk(&) = 
trk(Lj) for k=O, . . . . p and cpf(l)=cpj(l). If /;>I, then l,wf,(L)-1,$,(L)= 
(/f-lT)/tr(L)>O by Lemma 6.2(a) and liw6(L)-ljw~~(L)>0 for 
k = 2, . . . . p by Lemma 6.2(b) therefore cpf(l) - cp$l) = xk(l;W:k(L) - 
/,Wj,(L)) dk > 0. 1 
To evaluate the precision of 2’ a common loss function used is the 
entropy loss Y0 given by PO(Z, 2) = tr(C- ‘2) - log(det(C-Ii‘)) - p. The 
optimal choice of D corresponding to Y0 is given by d, = (n + p + 1 - 2i) ~ ’ 
and the minimax risk is the risk of 2”” which is given by 
(cf. [63). In order to show that 2’ is minimax for Z0 we shall use the 
unbiased estimator & of an orthogonally equivariant estimator proposed 
by Stein [ll]. We shall show that &C, 2”)-.%!(Z, f”) ~0. Following 
Stein [ 111, 
8(Z, 2,) -a& P) 
=(n-p+ 1)x Y’j(/)+C z’iy’(~,~~,y~(‘)-p 
I i#j ’ J 
+ 2 T li i, y’j(l) - C ClOg( y!(l)) - log(d 
I I 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 3.4. .f’ is minimax for -r;P,. 
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Proof Substituting in expression (3.3) and using Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 and 
Theorem 3.1 we get 
8(z~‘)-a(c,C”)=(n-p+l)~d,+2~(p-k)d,-p 
k k 
4 (c 1% u’jktL) dk > -c w;k(L) hddk) k k 1 
<O by the concavity of the function log and the Jensen inequality. 1 
4. A FAMILY OF MINIMAX ESTIMATORS 
Consider a function h: R, + R +, let hi = h(f,), 6(L) = (h,(l), . . . . h,(l))‘, 
and H= diag(h”). According to Section 3 define Yf = Y:o i, (pf = li Yh, 
Wh = W’ o 8, and finally 
f’(S) = R diag(rph(/)) R’, 
where R~0(p), L=diag(l), l,>l,> . . al,, and S= RLR’. When p=2 
and h is given by h(x) = & we get 2” = ,Y?’ and Gh(cZ) = f”(cl) no matter 
what h and p are. In Section 3, the case h equal the identity has been 
covered. In this section, assuming some regularity conditions, we prove the 
validity of Theorems 3.1 to 3.4 when the superscripts I are replaced by h. 
THEOREM 4.1. Wh is doubly stochastic. 
THEOREM 4.2. The relation d, d . . 6 d P implies d, d u/t d . . . 6 
!f$ < d, if and only if h is nondecreasing. 
The proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are replications of the proofs of 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf xh(x) and x/h(x) are nondecreasing in x then 
q9F(t) > cpT(l) is equivalent to Ii > Ii. 
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ProoJ: We have f,wf,(L) - 1,w,h,(L) = (fib, - I,h,)/tr(H) > 0 if 1, > I,. 
Using Lemma 5.3 and reproducing the proof of Theorem 3.3 we get the 
proof of this theorem. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. If h satisfies the relation 
for all 1 then fh is minimax for TO. 
Proof: From expression (3.3) we have 
&z, 2”) -Bye, 2’“) 
=(n-P+l)C y@)+C ~hiy:(hh)~~~yx~~-p 
i#j I I 
+c c 
(h:l, - h,l;) 
[+, (li-lj)(h;-h,) 
-c w;(L) log(d,) 
k 1 
a c 
hilj- hjli 
;+, (l(-lj)thiwhj) 
(Y;(l)- Y31))+241,-$ Yy:U) 
, 
~0 by assumptions combined with Jensen’s inequality. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. If h is differentiable and h(x)/x is nondecreasing in x 
then 2” is minimax for ZO. 
Proof. We have h’ > 0 by assumptions so 
hj$ Y’:(I) = hi & !I’;(&) F 
I I I 
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Furthermore, since h is increasing ( Y:(l) - YT(l))/(h, - h,) < 0 by 
Theorem 4.2 and (li/zj - Z,hj)/(Zj - li) 6 0 by assumptions therefore 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section we compare the minimax risk with the risks of the Stein’s 
estimator and the LWd estimator (see [S] for a definition of the Stein’s 
estimator). Following Haff [S] the Stein’s estimator might be the best 
TABLE1 
Calculations of the Risk Functions Using Simulations 
(Along with Estimates of the Standard Deviations) 
Based on Pseudo-random Matrices Having a W,(T, n) Distribution 
minimax 5.55 
LWd 4.18 
(s.d.) (0.07) 
Stein 3.22 
(s.d.) (0.08) 
n=15 
minimax 
LWd 
(sd.) 
Stein 
(s.d.) 
1.49 
1.27 
(0.01) 
0.48 
(0.01) 
n=30 
minimax 
LWd 
(sd.) 
Stein 
(s.d.) 
0.72 
0.65 
(0.01) 
0.19 
(0.01) 
n=60 
minimax 
LWd 
(s.d.) 
Stein 
(s.d.) 
0.35 
0.34 
(0.01) 
0.09 
(0.01) 
5.55 
4.47 
(0.08) 
3.79 
(0.08) 
1.49 
1.32 
(0.01) 
0.75 
(0.01) 
0.72 
0.69 
(0.01) 
0.36 
(0.01) 
0.35 
0.34 
(0.01) 
0.17 
(0.01) 
5.55 
4.42 
(0.07) 
4.24 
(0.07) 
1.49 
1.36 
(0.01) 
1.34 
(0.01) 
0.72 
0.67 
(0.01) 
0.69 
(0.01) 
0.35 
0.34 
(0.01) 
0.36 
(0.01) 
5.5s 
4.51 
(0.08) 
4.39 
(0.08) 
1.49 
1.38 
(0.01) 
1.30 
(0.01) 
0.72 
0.67 
(0.01) 
0.67 
(0.01) 
0.35 
0.35 
(0.01) 
0.35 
(0.01) 
5.55 
4.47 
(0.07) 
4.18 
(0.07) 
1.49 
1.35 
(0.01) 
1.21 
(0.01) 
0.72 
0.68 
(0.01) 
0.61 
(0.01) 
0.35 
0.35 
(0.01) 
0.31 
(0.01) 
5.545 
5.178 
(0.007) 
5.422 
(0.007) 
1.491 
1.458 
(0.001) 
1.505 
(0.001) 
0.716 
0.709 
(0.001) 
0.720 
(0.001) 
0.353 
0.351 
(0.001) 
0.354 
(0.001) 
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estimator (in terms of risk) that has appeared in the literature. In our com- 
parisons the minimax risk is computed exactly while the other risks come 
from simulations. Let &?(,E’, 2) be the risk function of J? evaluated at C and 
Y0 be the loss function given in Section 3. For evaluating B?(,X, 2) we 
generate 1000 pseudo-random matrices S, (/I = 1, . . . . 1000) having a 
W,(C, n) distribution, calculate pO(zl, ,??(S,)), and average it over B (4 = 
Ciy, &(C, ,J?(S,))/lOOO). An estimate of the standard deviation of & is 
also computed from the simulations. We shall work in dimension 6 
considering n = 6, 15, 30, 60 and C= C,, i= 1, . . . . 6 with .E, = Z, r - y2- 
diag(5.5, 0.1, . . . . O.l), z‘, = diag(2’, 24, . . . . 2’), C,=diag(4.57, 0.71, 0.41, 
0.17, 0.08, 0.06) C,=diag(81.69, 3.20, 2.77, 2.17, 0.65, 0.51) and C,= 
diag( 105, 104, . . . . 10’). The choice of z, results in a first attempt for proving 
that the Stein’s estimator is not minimax. In this particular case, lo5 
pseudo-random matrices were generated. The other choices of z come from 
Lin and Perlman [8]. 
The results (given in Table I at the end of the paper) show that the 
Stein’s estimator performs very well when the eigenvalues of ,E take only 
few values. This is due to an isotonic regression. This is also pointed out 
in Haff [S]. The Stein’s estimator still quite good in general although that 
minimaxity does not hold. The L Wd estimator is minimax. It is risk 
function does not vary that much. It is clear that the Stein’s estimator 
outperforms the L Wd estimator over some regions of the parameter space. 
However the risks of the two estimators still close to the minimax risk in 
most of the situations, the L Wd estimator having risks always below the 
minimax risk. 
6. APPENDIX 
Let /1 =diag(A) with I = (ii, . . . . ,$)‘, liaO, i= 1, . . . . p, and L =diag(Z) 
with I, 2 . . . 2 1, > 0. Consider also the functions W’, tr, defined by expres- 
sions (3.1) and (3.2) and Wh defined at the beginning of Section 4. 
LEMMA 6.1. 
(a) Ctrk(~i)=(P-k)ffk(~) 
and 1 xtrk(/lij)=(~-k)(p-k- l)tr,(n). 
i#/ 
(b) tr,(n) = li tr,- i(ni) + tr,(n,). 
(C) trk(/li)-trk(/ij)=(~j---j) tr,-,(A,). 
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ProoJ: The proofs of (a) and (b) are essentially combinatoric and are 
omitted. The proof of (c) is a direct application of (b). 
(d) If k 4 ( 1, . . . . p - 1 ) the proof is trivial. In order to complete the 
proof for kE { 1, . . . . p- 1) define A(m,, mz) and c as A(m,, mz) = 
I’ 
all > ..., elm, 3 @213 “‘> c12m2): 1 GM,,< .,. <a Irn, 6 p, 1 6 EZl< ‘. < @+?I, 6 p, 
ff,,, . . . . GJ n {x21, ..., @ 2m2) = 4) and c(m) = (m+ l)-’ (2). by a 
combinatoric argument we get 
mI=Ov 2k-p .4(2(k-m:I,m~) r= 1 s= I 
which is always greater or equal to zero. 
(e) Ai;@&= - 
iitrk(Ai) trk-I(/ij) 
“I k $(A 1 
= A&-!$J). 1 
LEMMA 6.2. 
(a) (liwjk(L) - ljwik(L))/(li-lj) = tri! ItL) trk-,&,) 
trk(L,i). 
(b) (liw:(L)--,w~k(L))/(li-1j)30. 
(C) CCi>j(liwk(L)-Ijw~k(L))/(l;-I,)=(p-k). 
Proof. 
(a) liu~~k(L) - l,wj,(L))/(l,- lj) 
= 
[i 
1, 
trk ~ ,&i) _ I trk(Lt) 
trk-I(L) ’ trk(L) I 
- 4 
i 
trk- l(L,)- [, trk(Lj) 
trk- ,(L) ’ frk(L) II/ (I;- 1,) 
= litrk-,(Li)-ljtrk~,(Lj) 
{ (li-~j)trk-l(L) 
-{ 
l;trk(Li)-fjtrk(Lj) 
(I,-(,) frk(L) > 
(6.1) 
tr;‘(L) 
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i 
f rk(&) -  t rk (L)  
= (I,-lj) t r k - .  l(L) 1 
trk+ ,(L,) - trk+ I - 
(I, - ii) trk(L) 
by Lemma 6.1 (b) 
trk- l(&) trk(&) -~ 
= tr,-i(L) trk(L) 
by Lemma 6.1 (c ). 
(b) If k=p then I,w~~(L)=~,w~,(L). For O<k<p 
trk- ,(L,) trk(&) tr,- ,(&) trk- ,(&I trk(&) trkWi) --= 
tr,- ,(L) trk(L) tr,- ,(LJ tr,- ,(L) - trk(Li) trk(L) 
= Wlk( L;) 
tr,- ,(U 
trkpl(L) +w~k(L)$+O. 
(c) The proof of (c) is immediate from Lemmas 6.1 (a) and 6.2(a). [ 
LEMMA 6.3. If xh(x) and x/h(x) are nondecreasing in x then 
(I,w~,-ljw~h)/(l,-ij)>O for k= 1, . . . . p, li#l,. 
Proof: In order to prove Lemma 6.1(d) we introduced the set 
A(m,, q). Consider the partition of A(m,, m2) given by 
AhI, m2, (i, O))= {(al,, . . . . aim,, azI, . . . . a2,2)EA(m,, m2): 
i4 {all7 . . . . aim,, a2I, . . . . aZmJ} 
Am,, m2, (i, I))= {(all, . . . . alnIl, aal, . . . . a2mz)EA(m,,m2): 
iE {all, . . . . a,,,}} 
Nm,, m2, (6 2))= ((all, . . . . almlr azI, . . . . a,,,)EA(m,, m2): 
iE {azl, . . . . a2,,>> 
and let Ah, ml, t&r), (.Ls)) = &ml, m,, (6 r)) n Ah,, m2, (.Ls)). 
Assume that Ei B Ii so Z,h! ~ r 2 l,hj ~ r for r = 0, 1,2 by assumptions. From 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 and expression (6.1) we get 
z c c(k- 1 -m2) c l;h, fi fi h;>. 
mz=Ov2(k-1)-p A(2(k- I -m2Lw,(i,O)l r=l s=l 
In order to reduce the notations, suppose that k and m, are fixed from now 
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on and let B(i, r)=A(2(k,-ml), m2, (i, r)) and B((i, r), (j,~))=B(i,r)n 
B(j, s), r, s = 0, 1, 2. We have 
= i 1 I,hf-‘hj i fi h’,,$ 
r=o B((,/.O).(i,I)) r=l s=l 
2i 1 I,h, ; fi h;,$ 
r=o B((/,OLIr.r)) ,=I r=l 
= c l,h, ~ fj A:,,, 
B(i.0) r=l .\=I 
therefore I,w~(L) - I~w;,(L) 20. m  
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